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Abstract 
Emerging infectious diseases, such as (SARS) Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
coronavirus and (MERS) Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus, it is the third 
extremely pathogenic coronavirus which is emerged in the last two decades. 
Epidemiological investigation recommended that coronavirus outbreak was associated 
with seafood marked in Wuhan, China. The patient suffering from coronavirus 

experience various respiratory syndrome symptoms including temperature, faintness 
and cough. Since, the cause of coronavirus was unknown. The analysis of pneumonia was 
unidentified, and pneumonia was identifying depending on clinical characteristics, ruling 
out of common bacterial, viral pathogens and chest imaging 
that causes pneumonia. Some more cases were confirmed in China, Japan, USA and 
India. In todays, Wuhan, China there is possibility of SARS-CoV outbreak without any 
earlier notice. To prevent this epidemic various case from different countries should 

implement better triage schemes for imported cases of SARS -CoV. Some precautions like 
N95 masks were used for aerosol generating diseases. One of the experimental antiviral 
agent Remdesivir drug shows significant activity against coronavirus in vitro. There is no 
exact treatment for this virus infection, however, can relieve symptoms by taking over 
counter medicine for pain, fever and cough, using a room humidifier. As there is no exact 
treatments are available for this virus, initial control and prevention of more spread will 
be critical to halt the outbreak and to control the spread of this coronavirus infections. 
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INTRODUCTION

An outbreak of (SARS-CoV) severe acute respiratory 

syndrome-related coronaviruses have been revealed 

firstly in natural reservoir i.e., host and bats [1-4]. 

Coronavirus belongs to the family of viruses 

that causes sore throat to more severe respiratory 

infections, or SARS and can lead to death. Coronavirus 
is a major danger to public health and is broadly 

distributed in the humans. The virus spread through 

person-to-person both in hospital and family [5, 6]. 

Coronaviruses can be transmitted from contaminated 

surfaces and it is mainly transmitted through mucous 

membranes of the eyes, nose or mouth [7, 

8], highlighting the significance of coronavirus 

persistence on inanimate surfaces [9]. The recent cases 

appeared in the Chinese city (Wuhan) in December 

2019. At the South China Agricultural University, two 

researchers in Guangzhou have proposed that pangolins 
–these are long-snouted mammals that are frequently 

used in Chinese medicine - are used as the animal source 

of the coronavirus outbreak. These mammals may be the 

possible cause of the virus, named as COVID-19 (2019 

novel coronavirus), based on a genetic comparison 
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towards coronaviruses taken from the animals and 

humans infected in the outbreak. Scientists have 

proposed that may be COVID-19 originally came from 

bats, based on the similarity of the genetic sequence to 

known coronaviruses, but the virus was probably 

transmitted from animals to humans.  

 

More than above 1200 people in China have died from 

COVID-19, a larger number than those individuals who 

died in 2002-03 from SARS epidemic, which is also 

originated in China, killing of 775 individuals all over 

the world. World Health Organization (WHO) has stated 

the COVID-19 epidemic a global health emergency in 

March 2020. The worldwide impact of this new 

epidemic is yet undefined. There is no defined treatment 

for coronavirus, but we can treat the symptoms. So, in 

this review some of its treatment goals and prevention 

methods are discussed.   

 

Epidemiological studies of coronavirus: 

Coronaviruses are incredibly diverse and are zoonotic in 

nature. It is commonly come across during the flu and 

winter season in clinical practice. Numerous types of 

biocides such as hydrogen peroxide, alcohols, sodium 

hypochlorite and others are used globally for 

sterilization, mainly in healthcare areas [10]. Moreover, 

there are no specific treatments for this COVID-19. The 

common names of COVID-19 are coronavirus HKU1, 

NL63, 229E and OC43. In this review, we will go 

through the epidemiological studies of coronavirus. 

 

Two another coronaviruses, SARS-CoV (Severe acute 

respiratory syndrome) or are emerged in 2003, and 

MERS-CoV (Middle east respiratory syndrome) are 

emerged in 2012, which have been shown to infect 

humans. These two viruses are linked with very high 

death rates. Now a days, COVID-19, has been occurred 

in Wuhan in the year 2019. There are more than 

thousands of cases in China and numerous cases across 

the worldwide including Hong Kong, Macau, Japan, 

USA, South Korea and India etc.  

 

Classification of coronavirus 

It is a pathogen, called beta-coronavirus, which is very 

much alike to SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) 

and MERS (Middle East respiratory syndrome). [2]. 

Coronaviruses having enveloped positive sense 3 RNA 

viruses which ranges from 60 nm to 140 nm in diameter 

also having spikes on its surface, which can be seen 

under the electron microscope [11]. There are mainly 

four corona viruses namely HKU1, NL63, 229E and 

OC43 have been in early identified in humans and those 

cause mild respiratory infections. 

 

Clinical manifestation of coronavirus  

It is associated with respiratory tract infection which 

supposed to be a zoonotic virus that has been mutated 

that permit human pathogenicity [1]. The infection 

varies from asymptomatic to severe in patients with 

clinically evident infection [1]. 2% is the mortality rate 

of the identified cases and rest is unfinished and 

growing. Furthermore, COVID-19 is a mutated and 

recombines every so often, which shows a challenge to 

the human understanding and its clinical organization. 

Patients with coronavirus infection may develop after the 

completion of course, within a week or longer and 

starting with minor indications, it progresses to severe 

symptoms like shock and dyspnea. Most common 

symptoms of COVID-19 are sore throat, cough, 

myalgia and fatigue [3, 4]. Some patients complain 

about of dyspnea with moderate to severe symptoms. 

Hemoptysi and pleuritic chest pain has also been 

reported in some patients [12]. Some of the UTI 

infections, headache, cough, sneezing, sore throat, 

nausea, diarrhea and vomiting has also been reported [3]. 

Patients may get infection of coronavirus from nearby 

contact with an COVID-19 infected person and an 

epidemic area depending upon its travel history (within 

14 days) and the area already infected with the same 

infection [13]. Patients with coronavirus infection may 

give the impression of moderately infected with 

tachypnea and fever, which having 39°C of temperature. 

Patients with the age of 60 and those are 

immunodeficient may not have fever but are prone to 

coronavirus [3].  

 

Causes and risk factors  

It is documented that COVID-2019 infection transmitted 

through person-to-person and is assumed to occur by 

close contact with infected person certainly via 

respiratory droplets [12, 13, 14]. Coronavirus is not yet 

recognized within its development stage of infection, 

when the person can be transmissible to other person. 

Some scientists reported that coronavirus may be 

communicated before the development of 

symptoms.  An incident reported from Germany has 

been already published but is uncertain, the frequency of 

spread is not yet known [15, 16].  

 

Risk factors are associated with some factors. 1) Age: 

Most of the reports shows that cases belongs adults of 

middle age (30-60) and older than age of 60 have been 

infected with the coronavirus. 2) Gender: In published 

cases, in comparison to females, males have been 

affected more. Additional risk factors are associated 

with diseased persons and seafood market, in Wuhan. 

The infection was expected to be developed when a 

person exposed to diseased animals also [17]. Though 

the environmental samples which are associated with 

infected marketplace revealed the confirmation of 

coronavirus, but there is no animal samples give positive 

results, therefore, the original source of coronavirus 

are still mysterious [18].  
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Diagnostic procedure for coronavirus 

Coronavirus supposed to infect those individuals who 

might have affinity to exposure history and respiratory 

infection. Through chest imaging, it is documented that 

the existence of pneumonia and also assesses severity, 

by plain radiography and CT scan has been used for the 

detection. Oxygenation would be measured by two tests 

i.e. pulse oximetry or by arterial blood gas test. After that 

a PCR test has been done. The culturing of coronavirus 

is not suggested. WHO and CDC have considerably not 

the same criteria for whom to test or not. Those having 

travel history within 14 days can be tested for 

infection [13]. If occurrence of this infection increases in 

other areas, the criterion may expand. There are various 

countries reporting just a single case to multiple of cases. 

WHO and CDC defines that direct contact within 2 m i.e. 

6 ft or within a single room or within hospital or hospital 

area or person without using any safeguarded or 

protective equipment or close contact with eyes, nose, 

hands secretions person having COVID-19 infection. 

Any healthy person can get infection. Exposure to the 

person who is associated with COVID-2019 infections 

has also been reported. Some doctors, nurses, health care 

workers and cleanliness workers, person having 

travel history, these infected patients with coronavirus 

may infect the normal persons working in hospitals. 

Some other physical symptoms may shows the signs of 

COVID-19 like dullness, faint, slower breath sounds etc. 

Through some clinical examination, people infected with 

COVID-19 may be found like chest radiography shows 

diffuse patchy infiltrates. Chest radiography tests shows 

results like lobar consolidation or localized patchy 

infiltrate which helps in finding the COVID-19 virus. 

With the help of sputum examination, it can detect 

abundant polymorph nuclear leukocytes and legionella 

antigens might be detected in urine, sputum culture, 

through which the coronavirus infection can be 

diagnosed.  

 

Treatment goals for corona virus  

Recently, an antiviral drug namely Remdesivir was 

stated as a hopeful drug against wide selection of RNA 

viruses. Holshueet al. stated that people infected with 

COVID-19, having treated with remdesivir antiviral 

drug resulted in achieving good results [19, 20]. After 

that, Xiao et al. findings disclose about the remdesivir 

antiviral drug is efficiently works on the control 

of COVID-19 in vitro studies. [21]. For the time being, 

some scientists also found that there is a drug namely 

chloroquine having an immune-modulating activity, 

previously which is used to treat malaria. It’s a synthetic 

form of quinine. Quinine is a natural compound, which 

is found in the bark of cinchona tress. Chloroquine works 

by principally slow down the virus entry to cells, which 

can slow down the rate of replication. Chloroquine could 

efficiently inhibit this virus in lab conditions also. 

[22]. This drug was proved to be effective for the 

treatment of patients having infection with coronavirus 

in clinical trials [23]. Clinical trials of another drug 

namely remdesivir is also undergoing, but the final 

efficiency of this drug is still unclear. An another indole 

derivative molecule, which is small in size called as 

Arbidol, was found to block the virus-related 

combination against influenza A, influenza B,  hepatitis 

C virus [24] and also having antiviral effect against 

SARS-CoV in vitro [25]. It may be potent as a drug in 

future against COVID- 19 treatment. Another drug 

namely, Kaletra is under study, which is a combination 

of two antiviral drugs, one is lopinavir and another one 

is ritonavir, which are used to fight against HIV 

infection. It is commonly available and its clinical trials 

are ongoing. Both the drugs complement each other. 

Lopinavir drug stops viral enzymes from cutting up main 

proteins that are significant to HIVs reproduction. 

Ritonavir helps in enhancement of lopinavir’s 

concentrations in cells. But a recent study suggests that 

arbidol drug has much improved therapeutic effect than 

kaletra, which considerably decrease the rate of 

infection in various cases. Furthermore, 

lopinavir/ritonavir, nucleoside analogues, neuraminidase 

inhibitors, peptide EK1, remdesivir may be used as 

antiviral drugs against COVID-19 treatment [26]. On the 

hand, Chinese herbal drugs like astragalus, baizhu, 

fangfeng and honeysuckle which are mostly used to treat 

other infections. But there decoction is not appropriate 

for its long-term use, and one week is its finest period 

[27]. Some studies elaborate that lower respiratory tract 

infections can be cured by vitamin C under certain 

conditions [28], Consequently, an adequate quantity of 

vitamin C supplementation might be an approach in the 

treatment of COVID-2019. CDC provides guidance to 

implement the medical care approvals and infection 

controller measurements aimed for people [29]. WHO 

also offers measures for the treatment and prevention of 

severe pneumonia [15]. At present, there is no definite 

antiviral drug which is accepted for the treatment of 

COVID-19. But the research for the novel drug is still 

going on. The clinical trials and protocols based on in 

vitro activity are being used on numerous existing 

antiviral agents. FDA-approved the lopinavir-ritonavir 

drugs for the treatment of HIV. It is also used for SARS 

and for the treatment of MERS also [31, 32]. In- vitro, 

Remdesivir, antiviral agent significantly showed activity 

against coronaviruses [33, 30]. There is no exact 

treatment for coronavirus, but the symptoms can be 

treated.  

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, coronavirus is a serious infectious disease, 

and then SARS-CoV-2 and the chief indications are 

fever, tiredness, dry cough and fatigue, that are alike to 

SARS. Corona viruses are a huge family of viruses 

which may be the source of infections in human’s beings. 

Individuals having respiratory tract infections that 

ranges from the cold to severe diseases and even death. 

Even though, it spreads from human-to-human and it is 
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confirmed. Some patients may have symptoms like nose 

congestion, sore throat, fever and diarrhea etc. These 

indications are usually minor and increase gradually. 

Some individuals become contaminated by COVID-19 

but they don’t change symptoms and even don't feel ill. 

Older people above age 60, and those having medical 

problems like high blood pressure, heart problems, 

hypertension, heart disease and diabetes, lung disease, 

kidney disease, patients on cancer medications are more 

likely to develop severe infection are more susceptible to 

this virus because they have very low immunity in the 

body [34]. As a result, it is mainly significant to enhance 

the self-resistance of a person. The significant method to 

enhance one’s immunity is to maintain the hygiene at 

personal level, a good life and suitable nutritive intake is 

one of the best techniques [35, 36]. Those persons, taking 

defensive methods like wearing medical masks, 

adequate rest, creating supportive environment, home 

quarantine self, home quarantine family members, and 

home care can be proficiently helps in avoiding COVID-

19 [37]. The WHO mentions “ensuring that cleaning of 

environment, stop polluting the environment and 

disinfection measures must be followed correctly. 

Methodically cleaning of all surfaces of objects with 

water and detergent and then applying different 

disinfectants like sodium hypochlorite are best 

methods.” [38]. Various medications like ribavirin, 

interferon, lopinavir-ritonavir, corticosteroids have been 

used on patients infected with different viruses like 

SARS or MERS, though the effectiveness of some 

medications remains doubtful. Chloroquine was proved 

to be effective for the treatment of patients having 

infection with COVID- 2019 in vitro [23].  Favilavir 

anti-viral drug may be used for the cure of COVID-19 

infection. This drug has been shown efficiency in the 

treatment of disease with lesser side effects in vitro. The 

spreading of COVID-19 in hospital area can be 

successfully prohibited when appropriate procedures are 

accomplished [39, 40]. There is no exact treatment for 

coronavirus, but the symptoms can be treated.  
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